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Flexibility: Another Reading Skill
By Wilma H. Miller and
Martha L. Bates

term "flexibility" has been in common
use for about twenty years although
the concept of flexibility predated it
by more than twenty years.

Flexibility of reading rate is one of
the skills which comprise the complex
reading process. However, flexibility
gains its major importance as a reading
skill after a student has mastered the
more basic reading skills such as the
various word recognition techniques
and the different levels of comprehension.

Characteristics of a
Flexible Reader

The literature contains many
different descriptions of a "flexible
reader." Some of these definitions
contain unique characteristics although there also are many similarities
which can be found in them. As an
example, Braam offered one of the
more simple and general definitions
when he stated that the mature reader
possesses characteristics which enable
him " ... to adjust or vary his rate of
reading in order to deal effectively
with different reading situations." (2)
Artley gave a similar definition when
he wrote that the efficient reader
"senses the reading purposes to be
satisfied and rapidly adapts his rate
accordingly. He has a repertoire of
rates readily available which he can use
with efficiency and facility." ( 1)

This article explores the background of flexibility and describes a
flexible reader in concrete terms. It
also reviews much of the relevant
research on flexibility at both the
upper elementary and secondary
school and college levels. Finally, the
article presents some suggestions for
developing reading flexibility.
The Background for
Reading Flexibility

It is apparent that the concept of
flexibility of reading rate was in
existance long before the descriptive
term "flexibility" came to common
use. As early as 1929, Yoakam stated
that there were at least four different
types of reading according to the rate
at which words were recognized:
scanning or skimming, rapid reading,
normal reading and careful reading.
However, Yoakam did not give a name
to the type of reader who possessed
such different reading rates.

However, other reading specialists
have extended their descriptions of a
flexible reader to include more
complex abilities. For example,
Carrille and Sheldon have stated that
the mature reader is one who is "able
to adapt his rate of reading to the
purpose with which he approaches the
printed page and to the difficulty of
the material." (4) It is interesting to
note that this description included
difficulty level of the material in more
definitive terms than did the preceding
ones.

Nearly two decades later, McKee
stated that a reader should adjust his
rate according to his purpose for
reading and the difficulty of the
mattrial he read. However, even at this
time the term "flexibility" was not in
use. (12) In
1952 the term
"flexibility" finally became " ... commonly used when discussing reading
rates." (1 O) Therefore, evidently the

McDonald described the flexible
reader in even more detailed terms. He
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wrote that the flexible reader: ...
possesses these reading skills,
techniques, and methods of
attack which enable him to
achieve as complete and understanding of the author's meaning
as is dictated by the reader's
purpose- . . . he · also has a
psychological set for the reading
process which leads him to
differentiate his reading approach to suit the difficulty of
the article's content and style,
the amount of background
knowledge he possesses, as well
as the urgency of his needs to
satisfy his purposes through
reading. ( 11)

was based upon the definition of
flexibility which consisted of the
reader's purpose for reading and the
difficulty level of the material. In
general, the research was not based
upon the more complex definitions of
flexibility. Some research in this area
has been conducted at the upper
elementary level, but most of it was
conducted at the secondary school and
college levels. In a research study
conducted with fourth grade students,
Harris, Herrick, McDonald, and Rarich
devised a two-week program designed
to teach children to vary their reading
rates when reading for main ideas_,
sequence of events, and specific
details. It is interesting to note that
these children did learn to vary their
This definition considered both the
rates for the three different purposes,
reader's purpose and background of ·
and this skill persisted for at least
experiences as well as the difficulty
three weeks after the program was
level of the material.
concluded. (5)
An extremely complicated definiIn an attempt to discover whether
tion of flexibility was presented by
faster readers were the best readers,
Laycock. He has stated that the ability
Shores tested both sixth graders and a
to change rates of reading is related to
group of adults. He concluded that, in
peripheral and central variables. He
wrote that peripheral patterns reveal general, fast readers were good readers
on reading tasks found on standardthat flexible readers have finer eye
ized tests. However, he found no
control movements, quicker reaction
relationships between rate of reading
time, and smoother progress along a
and efficiency when the subjects were
line of print. Laycock said that central
patterns reveal that flexible readers reading to solve problems, to get the
main ideas, or to recognize sequence.
also take in a greater number of words
per fixation, obtain ideas more (14)
quickly, and catch small differences in
detail more accurately. Laycock even
In one of the more significant
related flexibility in reading to
studies, Sister Herculane studied either
intellectual growth. He has stated:
grade students of average or above
"Most readers graduate into flexible
intelligence and reading ability to find
reading patterns . . . but . . . out of
the extent to which her subjects varied
fear the inflexible reader ... refuses to
their reading rates for the purposes of
detatch himself from his habitual
skimming, rapid reading, and careful
reading patterns . . . in order to
reading. She found that her subjects
protect himself from the uncertainty
were unable to define flexibility and
·of the new."
moreover were not able to adjust their
reading rates to their various purposes
for reading. (7)
Research on Flexibility
Considerable research has been
conducted on developing flexibility in
rate of reading. Much of the research

A number of studies on flexibility
have been conducted at the secondary
school level. Smith has done consider8

able research on the adjustment of
reading rates in relation to purposes
for reading. In one study she taught
ninth grade students to read for twelve
different purposes. Although she
found no significant statistical differences between her experimental and
control groups when they were reading
for different purposes, the qualitative
analysis of her data s~owed that the
experimental subjects did make more
adjustments in rate when reading for
different purposes than did the control
subjects. (15) In another study, Smith
found that good twelfth grade readers
used a greater variety of approaches
when reading for main ideas and
details than did the less able readers at
the same grade level. The good readers
did demonstrate reading flexibility.
(16)

hension, and flexibility occurred by
the use of paperback scanning.

Braam conducted a study to
determine if flexibility of reading rate
· could be developed in a reading
improvement program. His subjects
were seventy-one college bound
secondary school students who attended a six-week summer reading
program. Braam discovered that most
of these students did increase their
reading flexibility during the reading
improvement program. (2)

It is obvious that reading flexibility
is a very important skill to readers at
the upper elementary school level and
at the secondary and college levels. A
good number of these students cannot
finish reading their assignments since
they read all of them in a fairly slow
word-by-word manner. These students
could make better progress academically if they became flexible readers
who were able to Vaf)L their reading
rate. There are some ways to teach
students at all of these levels to
become more flexible. These suggestions probably are best based upon the
following fairly simple definition of
flexibility: The ability of a reader to
vary his rate according to his purpose
for reading and the difficulty of the
material.

Letson conducted an interesting
study to discover which of two factors
influenced the rate of reading the
greater - the difficulty of the material
or the reader's purpose for reading. In
his study, Letson devised a test and
gave it to 60 I college freshmen. He
concluded that the difficulty of the
material exerted a greater degree of
influence on the rate of reading than
did the purpose for reading. He further
noted that the relationship between
reading rate and comprehension was
high on easy material but decreased as
the difficulty of the material increased. (9)
Teaching Reading Flexibility

Many studies can be found on the
development of reading flexibility at
the college level. One of the more
well-known studies at this level was
reported by Braam and Berger. These
researchers studied four methods of
increasing reading rate, comprehension, and flexibility. The four
methods were the use of the
tachistoscope, the controlled reader,
the controlled pacer, and paperback
scanning. The control group in this
study was composed of University
Freshmen enrolled in the English
program , while the experimental group
considted of students enrolled in the
University Reading-Study Cente;. Of
the four methods studied, the
researchers found that the greatest
gains in rate of reading, compre-

Perhaps the more important of
thest two factors in the opinion of
these writers is that of reading for a
purpose. Many otherwise good readers
do not have a purpose for reading, and
instead they begin each reading
assignment with no specific purpose
except getting to the end of it. Good
purpose-setting can either be teacherdirected or student-directed. There are
several good ways of helping students
9

read for a purpose using teacherformulated questions. This kind of
purpose-setting can be called the
directed reading activity or assignment-readiness. Herber also has called
a similar kind of activity the
instructional framework. (6) In any
case, all of these activities usually
consist of questions which are
presented to the students in advance
of their reading of an assignment.
Students also can formulate their own
question which they read to answer by
the use of some adaption of the
Survey Q3R study technique. In using
such a study method, the student
previews the reading assignment to
obtain a general impression of it. He
then can turn each subheading in the
reading assignment into a question to
set his purposes for reading. ( 13)
The second aspect of developing
flexibility of reading rate can be done
by use of different materials which
encourage varying the rate of reading.
At times materials which vary in
difficulty can be used in a content area
to give each student an opportunity to
change his rate of reading. Some of
these materials should be on each
student's independent reading level so
that he can read fluently in though
units. Some students must be
convinced that they should change
their rate of speed according to the
difficulty of the material. They believe
that each of their assignments should
be read carefully and thoroughly.
They should be helped to understand
that they can vary their reading rate in
consideration of the material.
Testing Reading Flexibility

McDonald, Arthur S., George Zimmy, and
Jo
Byrne. Reading
Versatility
Test
(Advanced). Huntington, New York: Educational Development Laboratories, Inc.,
1962. For high school seniors, college
students, and adults.
Spache, George D. Reading Flexibility Test.
Gainsville: The University of Florida Press,
1956. For college students and adults.

Summary

Although the concept of flexibility
of reading rate has been in existance
for about forty years, the use of the
term "flexibility" is of much more
recent origin. There are both simple
and complex definitions of a flexible
reader, but the most widely accepted
definition describes him as one who
adjust his rate of reading according to
his purpose and the difficulty level of
the material.
This article summarized much of
the relevant · research on reading
flexibility. Some of the research was
conducted at the elementary level, but
much of it was done at the secondary
school and college levels.
Reading flexibility should begin to
receive stress in the upper elementary
grades and then receive increased
emphasis from that time on. Perhaps
the more important factor in
developing reading flexibility is that of
purpose-setting in advance of reading.
Such purpose-setting can involve
teacher-formulated or pupil-formulated questions. The use of materials
of different difficulty levels also is
important in the development of
reading flexibility. There are several
standardized tests which evaluate
reading flexibility.

There are several standardized tests
which measure reading flexibility that
can be used both before and after a
program to develop this reading skill.
Several of these tests are as follows:
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